
MODEL: PAR700

6pcs  IR   look dim

3pcs cooling fans



PAR700

700W

140pcs Epiled/Bridgelux LEDs

AC100V-240V

50-60Hz

600W HPS/MH

3x3ft

2.5x2.5ft

all stages grow and flowering

17.2 lbs

＜15%

Dimmer R Power Inlet

19.7 x 11.8 x 3.5 inches

50 x 30 x 8.9 cm

Dimmer W Dimmer B

Package includes:
1 x PAR700 LED Lighting
1 x Hanging Kit
1 x 6ft Power Cord
2pcs Adjustable Rope Hangers

120V: 328W±3%; 220V: 325W±3%

Power on this lighting equipment by plugging into wall socket and turn on the dimmer knob.

1. Remove this lighting equipment from packaging.

2. Joining the buckles to the hanging holders one by one.

3. Hanging the light on a hard, stable bracket or the ceiling of grow tent with the carabiner.

4. Install this lighting equipment above your plants - Do not proceed unless it's safely and 

    securely mounted.

5. Plug power cord into this lighting equipment (do not plug into wall yet).

6. Rotate counterclockwise to turn off all dimmer knobs.

7. 

PAR700 Height (above plants' canopy) Using hours

3-5 days Acclimation Period

Seedlings/Young Vegetative

Flowering Stage

44"-48"

40"-44"

32"-40"

24"-32"

for each stage of plant growth. Like many other growers, you can also turn on three 

dimmers at the same time throughout the seeding and owering stages of your plant life. 

Remember to properly adjust the height of your light according to your plants desired 

level for optimal growth.

10 on / 14 off 

12 on / 12 off

12 on / 12 off

18 on /   6 off

* Dimmer R: to change brightness of R channel.

* Dimmer W: to change brightness of W channel.

* Dimmer B: to change brightness of B channel.

* All fans will work when any dimmer reaches around 20% brightness.

HID Replacement:     

Vegetative Coverage at 36":

Flowering Coverage at 28":

Use for:   

Brightness %(B/W/R)

40/ 40/ 15

60/ 60/ 30

100/ 100/ 60

100/ 100/ 100


